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What people Say:
Emily May

This is a
. It also might be a challenging one for those unfamiliar with the Glasgow dialect-- not unlike the
Edinburgh dialect in Welsh's
.
It shares other similarities with Welsh's novel.
is a story of substance addiction and abuse. Think of a possible content warning and it is probably
in this book. Graphic rape. Physical and emotional abuse. And beyond these overt horrors, the
narrative itself is just so...
. It seems fitting
This is a
. It also might be a challenging one for those unfamiliar with the Glasgow dialect-- not unlike the
Edinburgh dialect in Welsh's
.
It shares other similarities with Welsh's novel.

Angela M

I know it sounds cliche, but theres no other way to describe this story as other than gut wrenching.
Its also beautifully written in authentic dialect which gives a feel of authenticity. If thats not enough to
make it feel real, youll think so when you read the first sentence of the Acknowledgements at the
end.
This is a stark look at the impact of family dysfunction and alcoholism and the impact on the children
who struggle through it. If this story of a family in Glasgow in the 1980s doesnt
I know it sounds cliche, but thereâ€™s no other way to describe this story as other than gut
wrenching. Itâ€™s also beautifully written in authentic dialect which gives a feel of authenticity. If
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thatâ€™s not enough to make it feel real, youâ€™ll think so when you read the first sentence of the
Acknowledgements at the end.
This is a stark look at the impact of family dysfunction and alcoholism and the impact on the children
who struggle through it. If this story of a family in Glasgow in the 1980â€™s doesnâ€™t break your
heart, Iâ€™m not sure what will. Shuggie is one of those characters you just might love and never
forget. He is that for me.
I received a copy of this book from Grove Press through Edelweiss.

Elyse Walters

My heart and gut were grievously affected by this story.
I learned a lot. I felt even more.
Ive already discussed this book in length with my husband- making him read parts with me. I tried to
comprehend the brutal conditions...
I was a little confused in the beginning.... needing to read each sentence slowly.
I didnt feel familiar -enough- with the setting or history.
Im ashamed to say how little I knew about the 1980s - 1990s - poverty-ravaged Thatcher-era in
Glasgow.... horrific devastation My heart and gut were grievously affected by this story.
I learned a lot. I felt even more.
Iâ€™ve already discussed this book in length with my husband- making him read parts with me. I
tried to comprehend the brutal conditions...
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I was a little confused in the beginning.... needing to read each sentence slowly.

Diane S â˜”

4.5 I knew it! When I was only fifty pages or so into the book, I had the feeling it was going to break
my heart. It did. Glasgow in the eighties, many live in council housing, a day to day existence. These
people are so messed up, poor and struggling, trying to find money, love, desperate beyond belief.
Agnes turns to drink, anything to escape the mess she has made of her life. Her three children, try
their best, but it is never enough. One leaves home as soon as she can, leaving her mother and
4.5 I knew it! When I was only fifty pages or so into the book, I had the feeling it was going to break
my heart. It did. Glasgow in the eighties, many live in council housing, a day to day existence. These
people are so messed up, poor and struggling, trying to find money, love, desperate beyond belief.
Agnes turns to drink, anything to escape the mess she has made of her life. Her three children, try
their best, but it is never enough. One leaves home as soon as she can, leaving her mother and two
brothers far behind.
It is Shuggie though who breaks my heart and to s certain extent his older brother Leek. They both
have responsibilities they should not have at their age. Shuggie though has an additional struggle,
as he doesn't fit in anywhere. His sexual orientation makes him stand out, he walks different, doesn't
like sports. Ultimately he is picked on and bullied. He also feels if his mother just realized how much
he love her, she would stop drinking.
This story feels do very real. Children that grow up in households where ones parent is an alcoholic,
will recognize the authenticity of the way the children act. How they often blame themselves, take on
responsibilities way too early. Believe me I know. I think that is why this book hit me so hard.
A terrific book, full of emotion and the struggles of a parent who can't face reality. A parent who
struggles with a fearsome addiction. Yet, reading this one can't help but feel for her too.
ARC from Netgalley.
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Felicia

This book is billed as a coming-of-age story but be warned...
Shuggie Bain is NOT a John Green book.
This is a graphic, gritty, unflinching coming-of-age story about the life of a precious child struggling
for air under an avalanche of tribulations and his alcoholic mother of whom his love knows no
bounds.
It takes a few chapters to settle into Shuggie's world but I implore you to stick it out.
Douglas Stuart's writing is exemplary in creating an immersive experience unlike any I've
experienced in
This book is billed as a coming-of-age story but be warned...
Shuggie Bain is NOT a John Green book.
This is a graphic, gritty, unflinching coming-of-age story about the life of a precious child struggling
for air under an avalanche of tribulations and his alcoholic mother of whom his love knows no
bounds.
It takes a few chapters to settle into Shuggie's world but I implore you to stick it out.
Douglas Stuart's writing is exemplary in creating an immersive experience unlike any I've
experienced in a long time. Bravo, sir.
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